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Music is something that brings peace and serenity to the mind and heart and if itâ€™s some kind of
soothing background music it can lift your spirits high as well. Sweet music can relieve one of stress
and a dayâ€™s tiredness. There are many people who enjoy working with some background music
going on. Even students sometimes prefer doing their homework with music playing in the
background. With fascinating tunes played in the background the main aim of playing music in
workplaces to relieve stress and create a relaxing and comforting atmosphere. Music can also help
handle tough situations in a much calm and peaceful way than usual.

Previously hearing music was a little hectic as one to go to the music store and get the favorite
music CDs to listen to them. Now-a-days with the internet you ban just Google and find anything
you want in just a matter of seconds. There is a new type of music thatâ€™s considered perfect for
background listening and is known as the New Age. Being very gentle and sober, this New Age
background music provides a perfect ambience for that can make you work in a relaxed way. Thus
having a nice and soothing background music can contribute to a better environment for one and all.

The new age of internet has brought some vices with it as well. One the one hand when it has made
everything readily and easily available it has also increased the amount of piracy as well on the
other hand. Hence for the composers of music it has become of prime importance to get their
compositions license d to protect the originality and authenticity of their compositions. Such licenses
are called the blanket music licenses. This blanket music licenses allow some songs to be played
for a certain amount of time. Itâ€™s the same for background music as well.

With blanket music licenses the situation is such that the music is given to you on lease for a
particular period of time. You can use the music for that certain period of time as specified in the
license but that does not mean that you get an ownership to the song. Once the curtained period is
over with you need to renew the license in order to use the song again. The more popular the song
you opt to use the more you got to pay for the blanket music licenses, thatâ€™s how it works.
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